


Audience-centric analytics
to support editorial mission and business goals



Enables newsrooms to:

● Learn what, how and why 
readers/users engage 

● Track journalism qualities that 
build loyalty, trigger 
subscriptions

● Segment key audiences

● Access custom funnel 
analytics

● Identify what to do more, do 
less and do differently

● Make analytics accessible to 
all newsroom roles



How it works

● Pulls in content from RSS feeds or custom imports

● Integrates with existing analytics platforms to house your data 

in one place

● Automatically tracks journalistic qualities through rule-based 

tagging or Google’s machine learning categorization

● Blends key metrics your newsroom cares about into robust 

engagement scores



What makes MFN different?



Engagement Scores



“You wouldn’t write a story with just one 
source, so why would you analyze a story 

with just one metric?”

- Lindsay Carbonell, 
Product and Technology 
Manager, MFN



● Single measure of engagement 

that blends many metrics
● Each component metric of a score 

is weighted 
● Measures how content performs, 

compared to the average 
engagement with all content on 
your site

Engagement Scores

Average score is 100

Blends key metrics to show a simple, yet 
comprehensive view of engagement

Growing Online Audiences



Automated insights



Quickly spot 
trends

We tell you which characteristics 
of your journalism are working 
and not with all the audiences 

you track



Custom dashboards to analyze across 
topics, teams and segments



A Tour: 
Dashboards are designed for all 
newsroom roles



Reporter Dashboard



A reporter can see how their work is contributing to newsroom-wide goals (i.e. Growing audiences, Engaging 
Returning Readers and Engaging Subscribers). Each newsroom can customize those goals.



The reporter dashboard will also identify how all individual stories performed, as well as surface trends of 
what’s working or not working across audiences.



Team Dashboard



This Features Editor can see how the team’s work is contributing to newsroom-wide goals (i.e. Growing 
audiences, Engaging Returning Readers and Engaging Subscribers). Each reporter’s data is also accessible.



Topic Reports



Topic reports can filter through the lens of larger newsroom goals through the tabs seen below. Each topic is 
organized from highest to lowest performer and all are clickable for more detailed information.



New Dashboards to focus on ongoing 
coverage in 2020







Strategic Dashboards on 
Key Segments and Funnel Stages



Each newsroom can customize funnel stages based on their paywall or business model. Each funnel stage is 
clickable for more detailed reports. 



New Subscribers Dashboard: 
Helps newsrooms learn WHY people 
made the decision to subscribe



Trends in topics and storyforms can help newsrooms create content strategies aimed at attracting more 
subscribers. 



Thank you


